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Abstract

Whereas crowdsourcing as a topic has often been addressed in recent literature, web-based crowdworking platforms that manage the interface between crowdsourcers and workers have not received much attention so far. Furthermore, most of these platforms focus on either the management of external or internal crowds; platforms that handle both groups are rare. This paper investigates such a provider: the German company Across Systems. It uses a hybrid model, offering an individual “mini crowdworking platform” that enables the simultaneous management of external and internal crowds as well as a more traditional marketplace crowdworking platform (crossMarket) where supply and demand meet. Using a single-case study approach, the main contribution of this paper is to shed light on a model that has the potential to change the current crowdworking platform market. We show that managing both external and internal crowds on one platform can increase the acceptance, quality, and speed of task completion.

1. Introduction

In the last years, crowdsourcing has become an alternative way to process work for many institutions [13]. Driven by the increasing digitization of economy and society [3], a new business model evolved - that of an electronic platform that serves as an intermediary between customers and suppliers. Howe [12] was the first to describe this phenomenon where the former seek to get work done by assigning tasks to a crowd and the latter strive to receive such tasks and to generate (monetary or non-monetary) rewards by performing them. The number of such platforms has further increased recently.

However, even though they are a constituent element of the relationship described above, these platforms have not been investigated in information systems (IS) research very intensively so far [27]. Furthermore, most of the current platforms focus either on managing external (i.e., crowds outside the legal borders of a company) or internal (i.e., crowds inside the legal borders of a company/employees) groups. Platforms that enable to manage both groups simultaneously are according to the best of our knowledge rare. The same is true for hybrid models combining individualized “mini crowdworking platforms” with a general marketplace crowdworking platform. This case study aims at shedding light on this issue and at offering first insights.

One motivation for this paper is that the current understanding of crowdworking platforms might have to be re-examined given the recent development of different kinds of models in practice. Since we assume that platforms as the ones described in this case study can offer benefits and have implications with regard to the ideal crowdsourcing platform design, we strive to offer such insights by investigating them. This paper is based on a study with the German platform provider Across, who offers solutions for translation management and translation processes. Using a single-case study approach, we pursue the following research questions:

RQ 1: How does the management of both internal and external crowds by one platform work in practice?

RQ 2: What impact does the processing of tasks on such a platform have on efficiency, the quality of services, the performance of complex tasks, or the speed of task completion?

RQ 3: What requirements for the design of platforms can be derived from the findings of this case?

This paper proceeds as follows: First, a conceptual background is given (section 2). Second, we elaborate on the methodology and case selection (section 3). Third, we introduce the case of Across and its electronic platforms “Across Language Server” and “cross-Market” (section 4). We then present the findings and insights from this case (section 5), discuss them (section 6) and finally derive our conclusions (section 7).

2. Background and Related Work

Whereas the term crowdsourcing was only coined a decade ago, the concept is not entirely new: Outsourcing
a task to the public in the form of an open call already occurred a long time ago: for example in 1714, when the British government offered a cash prize to anyone who would come up with a way to determine the position of ships in the sea, or when sheriffs in the Wild West crowdsourced elements of crime solving whenever they posted “Most wanted” pictures in public places [1].

When the World Wide Web evolved into a powerful medium for active collaboration among people located around the world [10], this concept received a “boost”.

The fundamental idea of crowdsourcing - even though there are examples that differ from this ideal - is that a crowdsourcer (which could be a company, an institution or a non-profit organization) proposes to an undefined group of contributors or crowdsourcers (individuals, formal or informal teams, other companies) the voluntary undertaking of a task presented in an open call [2]. More specifically defined, crowdsourcing is a type of participative online activity in which an individual, an institution, a non-profit organization, or company proposes to a group of individuals of varying knowledge, heterogeneity, and number, via a flexible open call, the voluntary undertaking of a task [8].

Crowdsourcing is also sometimes seen as a “human cloud” [25], a counterpart to the machine cloud, so to speak. If the achievements and contributions of the crowdsourcer are financially remunerated, it is labeled crowdwork and the crowdsourcer who performed the task is labeled a crowdworker [6].

Crowdsourcing platforms can be seen as brokers, intermediaries, market places, and in general, the point where the controlling and management of the crowd and of all activities within the crowd take place [14]. If these platforms focus on the performance of paid work (in contrast, for example, to platforms for fundraising, voting, or the like), the authors of this paper will use the term “crowdworking platforms” (as a subset of crowdsourcing platforms). Leimeister et al. [15] identify five archetypes of such platforms: microtask platforms, marketplace platforms, design platforms, testing platforms, and innovation platforms. Furthermore, literature often focuses on either external crowdworking platforms hosted by an intermediary, or internal platforms mostly hosted by the crowdsourcer [27]. In contradiction to this “traditional” distinction, in this paper, we focus on a platform that does not fit that classification, but instead allows to handle both groups.

Besides platform classifications, literature also provides typologies of crowdsourcing regarding the processed activities and operations. Prpić et al. [23] distinguish four types of crowdsourcing: crowd-voting where an organization requests choices between alternatives and then aggregates the votes, idea crowdsourcing where an organization invites opinions for small or big questions and then evaluates the proposed ideas, micro-task crowdsourcing where an organization breaks a problem into smaller jobs and then re-assembles the completed tasks, and solution crowdsourcing where an organization invites and tests contributions for specific problems and then adopts the best non-falsifiable solutions. The authors also differentiate between objective content where bare facts matter and subjective content that resolves around judgments, opinions, perceptions and beliefs; furthermore, between aggregated contributions that collectively yield value when combined or filtered contributions that require prior validation [23].

Applying these types and characteristics, the crowdworking platforms in the focus of this case study fall predominantly in the realm of solution crowdsourcing with objective content and filtered contributions. The work processed via Across’ platform is rather complex, mostly done in “one piece” by one crowdworker, and often validated since it has to meet several specific company- or country-related as well as legal requirements (more details in section 4).

The aforementioned activities require firms to build crowd capital: organizational resources acquired through crowdsourcing [23]. This capital is gained when the organization develops and follows a top-down process to seek bottom-up resources from a crowd [22]. This process can be divided into three stages: constructing a crowd, developing crowd capabilities, and harnessing crowd capital [23]. Regarding the construction of a crowd, executives, for example, have to decide if crowd members should be derived solely from people outside the organization or from own employees [23], or - as in our single case study - from both. Similarly, they have to determine if the crowd should be accessible to anyone within these different populations or closed to selected types of participants - in our case, both variants are possible, too. After the type of crowdsourcing has been determined and the crowd construction has been completed, organizations need to decide how they can obtain resources dispersed in a crowd (acquisition) and how to align the crowd contributions with its existing internal processes (assimilation) [23] - together, they comprise an organization’s crowd capability. With regard to harnessing crowd capital, an organization can construct separate crowds as acquisition and assimilation capabilities, for example a crowd comprised of own employees as the filtering and aggregation mechanism to process the knowledge acquired from an external crowd, or the reverse situation [23].

3. Methodology and Case Selection

According to Eisenhardt [7], the case study is a research strategy that focuses on understanding the dynamics present within single settings. Evidence may be qualitative, quantitative, or both. Case studies can be
used to accomplish various aims: to provide description, test theory, or generate theory [7]. Our interest in this paper focuses on the first aim: to provide description.

Similarly to Eisenhardt, Yin [26] points out that case studies can be done by using either qualitative or quantitative evidence and that evidence can for example come from fieldwork, archival records, verbal reports, observations, or any combination of these. For this paper, we thus strived to use multiple sources. According to the author, the distinguishing characteristic of a case study is that it attempts to examine a contemporary phenomenon in its real-life context, especially when the boundaries between phenomenon and context are not clearly evident. This is the case with regard to the objective of our investigation. Although case studies may often begin with little conceptual framework, Yin (1981) insists that the narrative must nevertheless be organized around specific propositions, questions, or activities. Following this recommendation, we organized our case study around our initial research questions.

According to Eisenhardt [7] and Yin [26], the case study methodology is particularly useful for exploring new phenomena. Relevatory single-case studies can often shed light on and provide a deeper understanding of important issues when the available data are limited (which is the case here). Since crowdsourcing intermediaries have not received appropriate attention in the existing literature yet, the case study approach is suitable for investigating them and their challenges [27].

Eisenhardt [7] also states that in empirical research, investigators should provide information about the data collection procedures. Triangulation made possible by multiple data collection methods provides, according to her, a stronger substantiation of constructs and hypotheses. We used the following sources to collect data for this case study:

- In-depth interview with the Chief Sales Officer (CSO) of Across Systems (in June 2016)
- In-depth interview with a representative of a customer company of that platform (in May 2016)
- Several contacts with and information from the press officer of Across Systems (June 2016)
- Analysis of the publicly available information about Across solutions (in May and June 2016)
- Analysis of several documents provided by the company such as fact sheets, function overviews, marketing material or user manuals (in June 2016)

For the semi-structured interviews, we developed a guideline with questions addressing various issues on different levels – ranging from questions about the company and its crowdsourcing platform(s) to questions about the simultaneous management of both external and internal crowds and the handling of more complex tasks to questions regarding the impact of performing tasks on this kind of platform on efficiency, quality, and speed. The interviews were recorded and subsequently transcribed. To be able to generate the desired insights, we aimed for a crowdsourcing platform that:

- enables to manage both external and internal crowds simultaneously,
- is positioned on an international basis, i.e., has customers from all over the world (to ease comparability and the application of the findings on an international level),
- has already been existing for a while and has a stable business record (therefore making it more likely to be able to study its development in the future),
- provides the opportunity to also investigate the issue of processing (more) complex work via that platform (see an important aspect of research question 2).

Table 1: Classification of crowdsourcing platforms regarding certain characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>External CW platform</th>
<th>Hybrid CW platform</th>
<th>Internal CW platform</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Operator**</td>
<td>Intermediary (usually independent organization)</td>
<td>Intermediary or respective organization itself</td>
<td>Respective organization itself*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participants**</td>
<td>External crowdworkers</td>
<td>External and internal crowdworkers</td>
<td>Internal crowdworkers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Contractual) Relationship</td>
<td>Direct relationships only between CW platform and crowdworker or crowdworker, respectively</td>
<td>Direct and indirect relationships between crowdworker and crowdworker possible</td>
<td>Direct relationship between crowdworker and crowdworker (+ usually employment contract)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* The platform solution may come from a provider outside the company/organization
** We define internal crowdworkers as direct employees of a respective company/organization who are embedded in the organizational structure and possess an individual employment contract. In contrast, external crowdworkers come from “outside the legal organizational border” of a company and, if at all, have only task-based contractual agreements.
We selected the German crowdworking platform provider “Across” since it offers a platform that, on the one hand, enables the management of both the external and internal crowd and, on the other hand, is not restricted to the use in a specific (big and globally operating) company (which is the case with several proprietary platforms), but open for every company worldwide that wants to use their services. Despite the fact that the area of crowdworking companies is dynamic and many companies that existed years ago do not exist anymore (e.g. because they merged with other companies), Across has already been on the market for several years (more than one decade/since 2005), increased its revenues, and proved to be able to “survive” in the long term. Another important reason why we chose this company is that we are interested in investigating what factors are necessary to allow crowdworking platforms to shift from currently predominantly rather simple (e.g. on Amazon Mechanical Turk) to more complex tasks. The area of language translation services, which this company provides for business purposes, is already today relatively complex given that it is not only necessary to translate difficult terminology in areas such as machine building or medicine, but also to adhere to several law requirements and to adapt the translations to local needs.

4. The case of “Across”: Crowdworking platforms for external and internal crowds

Across Systems GmbH is a company headquartered in Karlsbad (near Karlsruhe), Germany, that offers software for translation management and translation process management (see “www.across.net/en” and “www.crossmarket.net/en”). Formerly a department (since 2001) respectively a project (since 1999) within the Nero AG (former Ahead Software AG) which is known for its CD and DVD burning software, Across was founded as an own company in 2005. It has about 70 employees and possesses subsidiaries in Russia and the United States. On the whole, the company serves more than 25,000 customers worldwide. About 50 percent of the companies’ customers come from Germany and the German-speaking world (i.e., especially Germany, Austria, and Switzerland), the other 50 percent are comparatively equally distributed across the continents (including important customers in Asia, Europe and Latin America). Similar to Amazon, the company pursues a philosophy of not maximizing profits, but reinvesting them in the development of new ideas, products, and solutions. Chief Sales Officer (CSO) of the company is Christian Weih. He studied English and business economics, joined the predecessor company in 2004, and is one of the interviewees who gave us main insights for this case study.

On the one hand, Across offers a “mini-crowdworking platform”: the “Across Language Server” - a translation management solution that integrates all aspects of the linguistic supply chain from source to market. It enables companies to choose any language service provider or work with internal and/or external translators. Across sells this platform software or rents it out to several customers from the corporate area, individual translators, and translation service providers. In addition, Across runs the crowdworking marketplace platform “crossMarket”, which was activated in 2015 and is a platform to bring crowdsourcers (e.g., companies) and crowdworkers together (see also table 2). Similar to Apple, Across created an own small “universe” with this platform, which is a network of crowdsourcers (mostly companies) and crowdworkers (freelancers and translation service providers) who use the mini crowdworking platform Across Language Server starting with the latest version 6.3 for their language translations tasks. Currently, there are about 150 companies and about 6,000 crowdworkers on the platform crossMarket. The platform was activated about half a year before the moment of writing this case study; Across plans to further enlarge the number of crowdsourcers and crowdworkers on this platform.

**Table 2: Key characteristics of Across’ two crowdworking platforms**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Across Language Server</th>
<th>CrossMarket</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Customizable “mini crowdworking platform”</td>
<td>“Classical” marketplace crowdworking platform</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integrates all aspects of the linguistic supply chain from source to market and enables the handling of external and internal crowds</td>
<td>Brings together crowdsourcers and crowdworkers (place where “supply and demand” meet)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Is sold or rented out to customers, individual translators, and translation service providers</td>
<td>Is a proprietary platform that Across runs (not sold to customers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>About 1,500 mini crowdworking platforms in the market, each integrating crowds consisting of very few to several thousand people</td>
<td>About 150 companies and 6,000 crowdworkers on crossMarket</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revenues are generated by the selling of this platform or from licence fees</td>
<td>Revenues are generated by participation and registration fees for premium access</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The mini-crowdworking platform Across Language Server can be configured according to the needs of the customers and allows to assign tasks both to external or internal crowds.

“The possibility to manage both external and internal crowds is a standard tool of our software: There is a function that for example allows to program “if after two days nobody from the internal crowd takes that task, then automatically route it to the external crowd.” (Christian Weih, CSO)

The management of both internal and external crowds through one single crowdworking platform is a main focus of this case study and is now being investigated in the following sections in more detail.

5. Findings and insights from the case

In this chapter, we present the main findings and insights of this case organized around our three research questions (including sub-questions) from section 1. We start with the management of both internal and external crowds, proceed with findings with regard to efficiency, quality, the performance of complex tasks or speed and finally provide some recommendations for the design of crowdworking platforms.

5.1 Management of both internal and external crowds by one single platform

As already stated, most current literature about crowdworking platforms focuses either on platforms that manage internal (i.e., employees of the company) or external (i.e., employees outside the borders of the company) crowds (see, e.g., [4], [5], [9], [11], [13], [16], [17], [24]). According to Prpić et al. [23], in pursuit of crowd capital, executives should not think of siloed potentialities but rather of hypothetically overlapping tools in an overall crowdsourcing mix. Knowledge contained in any particular crowd is never static either [21]. With this case study, we aim at shedding light on such a mixing of the potential of both external and internal crowds via one platform.

A first and rather unexpected finding with regard to the management of external as well as internal crowds through one platform emerged from the interview with the chairman of the works council of a multinational company (size: between 5,000 and 10,000 employees worldwide) from the machinery and plant engineering industry that uses the “mini crowdworking platform” from Across to handle its internal and external crowd: Since this company uses the function to first give the task to the internal crowd and only give it to the external crowd if nobody from the internal crowd took that task, the acceptance of crowdworking among the employees of that company increased:

“Our internal employees so far do not perceive the external crowdworkers as a ‘threat’, but as a useful complement that helps tasks to get done when our internal crowd was not able or does not have the time to do so. At least for now, our employees don’t regard the work which is done by those external crowdworkers as a jeopardy for their jobs.” (Chairman of the works council of a customer company of Across).

This could point to the assumption that companies that are able to integrate both crowds through a common platform could not only benefit from advantages such as different knowledge and skill levels of external and internal crowdworkers or a broader base of possible task solvers, but also from a higher acceptance rate for giving tasks to external crowds and for crowdworking in general. This is relevant insofar as we assume that a low acceptance of crowdworking among internal employees of a company could result in reluctant behavior and could therefore indirectly harm the respective company. Integrating external and internal crowds into a process through a common crowdworking platform can therefore probably increase the likelihood that this work is processed smoothly. This would also coincide with the statement by Prpić et al. [23] that the final element in the crowd capital creation process lies in the internal assimilation of crowd contributions.

This example with regard to acceptance brought us to the general assumption of this case study that managing external and internal crowds through one single crowdworking platform could probably be a very attractive model for the future since it might from a organizational perspective allow to use the advantages of “classical” crowdwork and at the same time help to mitigate its disadvantages. In their paper “The Future of Crowd Work”, Kittur et al. [13] mention some pros and cons of crowdwork. Looking at the company/organizational perspective of their pros and cons, using a crowdworking platform that manages both external and internal crowds could, on the one hand, enable companies to explore the potential of crowdworkers outside the “borders” of their company and to use their knowledge and skills, and on the other hand, reduce gaming behaviors by such crowds since internal crowds work on that platform simultaneously and therefore increase transparency with regard to the appropriateness of the delivered solutions.
Another, more expectable insight regarding the management of both external and internal crowds through one platform is that it increases the flexibility of crowdsourcers, especially of organizations. Companies can choose among different variations – using internal crowds, using otherwise defined crowds, using external crowds, or a mixture - without media disruptions:

“When a company wants for example to translate an important document into Russian language, then it does not want to approach all possible translators individually. Instead, it has in advance defined a crowd of possible crowdworkers who from its perspective are capable to do that task, a ‘named crowd’ so to speak, and assigns the task to this group. The first who accepts that task to the respective conditions gets it. The customer can do both – assign it to the crowd or assign it to a defined group of the crowd, but also assign it to an individual.” (Christian Weih, Chief Sales Officer, Across)

With regard to flexibility, there is also an advantage of Across’ mini crowdworking platform that cannot be directly derived from the fact that it enables to integrate both external and internal crowds, but from the fact that it can be configured individually according to the needs of the respective crowdsourcer company. Traditional external crowdworking platforms are designed by an intermediary who has to fulfill several requirements and usually cannot take care of specific requirements made by crowdsourcers. The customized mini crowdworking platform from Across allows the respective company to administer the platform very closely according to its needs, for example according to its internal IT security guidelines or the requirements of procurement departments which often have regulations with regard to procurements from outside (here: for tasks delivered by external crowdsourcers). This advantage holds true in comparison to crowdworking platforms focusing on external crowds; crowdworking platforms that are operated for an internal crowd are naturally also adapted to the needs of the respective company. Nevertheless, the latter usually do not command over a user interface to an external platform and often only enable the management of internal, not external, crowds.

5.2 Influence on efficiency, quality, the performance of complex tasks and speed

Companies using Across’ platform software experience significant cuts in time, efforts, and money due to simplified and automated processes. Cuts in time and effort result both from Across’ translation software which already translates much of the text since it uses a translation memory technology and the fact that for the part of the translation that needs “human intelligence”, the platform ensures that tasks are processed fast:

“Without using the crowd, the crowdsourcer usually had to approach a translator and lost time because for example the latter did not call back, reacted only late due to business trips, vacation, a high workload, or the like. If this person then could not do or refused to do the task, the crowdsourcer had to approach the next translator, and so on and so forth. Meanwhile, a lot of time passed. With the use of the crowdworking platform, the task is done as soon as possible and on the whole faster by a member of the crowd.” (Christian Weih, Chief Sales Officer, Across)

Cost savings in this case can, on the one hand, be traced back to the typical usance on crowdworking platforms, that using the crowd increases competition and therefore leads to decreased prices. Additionally, cost savings result from the automated processes installed:

“Our core competence is to allow our customers to automate and optimize their translation processes. The goal is that our customer companies don’t need a human who organizes that. That means to automatically engage all parts of the ‘supply chain’, to connect them, to equip them with the respective data, to incorporate quality assurance mechanisms, and simply to automate the whole process from A to Z. Because this brings our customers the most advantage and the most cost savings. (Christian Weih, Chief Sales Officer, Across)

However, we also assume that cost savings can result from the fact that crowdsourcers can now better compare the costs of processing the same task by an internal or an external crowd and therefore would, all other circumstances being equal, choose the less costly version. We also found further evidence for cost savings in the documents about Across’ crowdworking platform solutions that we evaluated (especially in the fact sheets): they also resulted from the reduction of administrative efforts and the automation of recurring steps.

With regard to the question if managing both external and internal crowds via one single crowdworking platform can have an impact on the processing of more complex tasks, this case study provides indications that
combining the knowledge of internal processes and requirements from employees with additional specialist knowledge from external crowdworkers can positively influence the handling of such complex tasks:

“We are sure that in the future, even more work will be done via crowdworking platforms. This is true at least with regard to the services in our industry. Yes, we think that crowdworking platforms will also be used for more complex tasks. Already today, the differences between competencies of the crowdworkers on our platforms are huge. The work performed on our platforms is already nowadays relatively complex taking into account law or technical requirements or requirements with regard to confidentiality and data protection. Furthermore, it is necessary to adapt language translations to local or industry requirements. Being able to combine internal and external knowledge here is an advantage.” (Christian Weih, Chief Sales Officer, Across)

An aspect of the quality of services on a crowdworking platform is, according to our assessment, that crowdsourcers can keep sensitive information protected. Companies often fear to reveal confidential information to parties not trustworthy by using crowdworking platforms. For example, translating the user manual of a new product before it is launched bears the risk that competitors could gain information about that product in advance and can therefore react or at least prepare a reaction earlier. In the case of the Across mini crowdworking platform, this risk can be limited, on the one hand, by assigning this task only to the internal crowd (or a part of it). On the other hand, with regard to the external crowd, it can be limited by a) the possibility to define who is allowed to “belong” to this crowd, b) by mechanisms that ensure that only the crowdworker who eventually receives the task obtains or keeps the confidential information, and c) the fact that crowdsourcers and crowdworkers who use the Across mini crowdworking platform software in the version 6.3 are automatically also on the crowdworking platform “crossMarket”. The latter increases transparency and makes it likely that misbehavior towards one company becomes known and decreases the likelihood to receive work from other companies in the future. The documents we analyzed also provided clear indications that the possibility to control the whole supply chain via Across’ platform solutions has an impact on quality. Furthermore, from these documents, we also gained indications that the seamless connection to a single platform reduces efforts and especially error sources.

“With regard to data protection, on our platform, only the crowdworker who gets the job finally gets the necessary document(s). For the others, we delete the document(s) immediately.” (Christian Weih, Chief Sales Officer, Across)

Despite these positive impacts, this model could also bear some challenges in the long run. Even though we did not find direct evidence in this single-case study, we assume that companies can increasingly have difficulties in motivating enough external crowdworkers to join their platform if more and more companies start to run their own crowdworking platform. As Pirpić et al. [23] note, in terms of crowd size, larger scale is generally thought to be beneficial. This might not be a problem for big, internationally operating companies with well-known brand names. In addition to their large internal potential crowds, it is very likely that they can also attract many external crowdworkers. Yet, it might be a problem for smaller companies with brand names that are not so well known. In this case, the advantages mentioned above might not come true. For example, quality could suffer if the external crowd is too small and does not include enough specialists for the demanded tasks. Similarly, the speed of task completion could decrease if the available crowd is occupied with other tasks and cannot take additional tasks that might be time sensitive. It might also happen that internal crowds start to demand, or at least expect, additional compensation when processing tasks on such a single platform since they know that the external crowdworkers are paid for the completion of these tasks. This could increase the costs given the fact that companies usually already have to pay the regular salaries of their internal employees.

5.3 Derived requirements from the findings of this case for the design of platforms

We derived several requirements for the design of crowdworking platforms from this case. These requirements are based on the description of customer needs by the CSO of Across, our exchange with other Across employees and a customer representative, the documents we evaluated and own reasoning. The following example shall illustrate this derivation of requirements using the topic of intellectual property/IP on crowdworking platforms (see table 3). Zogaj et al. [27] state that creating confidentiality and trust between the crowd and the crowdsourcing company is one of the most critical challenges. In the interview, the CSO of Across similarly described that especially customers from the machinery
Construction industry have the need to avoid that by giving important documents to the crowd to translate them, unauthorized persons could gain access to confidential information in an early stadium. This is an evidence that this is an important issue in this case, too, and that it is very likely that this can be generalized for the successful design of crowdworking platforms (and thus has been included). For the successful operating of a crowdworking platform, providers should implement the following tools and should take the following needs into account:

- **Intellectual property/IP measures:**

  To ensure that the customers trust the respective crowdworking platform providers, the latter should implement measures to foster data protection. One measure could for example be that only the crowdworker who finally “gets” the task obtains confidential information.

- **Profile search tools:**

  Crowdworking platforms should offer the possibility of a target-oriented search for profiles among the crowdworkers that fit their needs best since customers often face a huge amount of crowdworkers. This can increase efficiency and can decrease matching effort.

  “On our platform ‘crossMarket’, our customers have the possibility to search for certain language competencies among crowdworkers and then select which of these crowdworkers they want to include into their private cloud/private crowd platform.”

  (Christian Weih, Chief Sales Officer, Across)

- **Procurement requirements:**

  One necessity to allow more companies to use crowdworking is to design crowdworking platforms in a manner that enables companies to handle the use of crowdworkers according to the regulations of their procurement departments. Non-compliance of crowdworking platforms with the regulations of the own procurement departments seems to be an obstacle.

  “The procurement processes of many companies are often not yet accustomed to the processing of tasks via crowdworking.”

  (Christian Weih, Chief Sales Officer, Across)

- **Revenue generation:**

  Crowdworking platforms should ensure by their pricing model that they generate enough revenues in the long run. After an initial starting phase, there is - especially with regard to pricing models that ask for fees with every single transaction - the risk that crowdsourcers start to try to circumvent the platform and strive for direct contractual relationships.

  “But there is a problem: Platforms that rely solely on transaction-based revenues risk that the crowdsourcer connects with the crowdworker of his choice directly for the next tasks and ‘saves’ the fees.”

  (Christian Weih, Chief Sales Officer, Across)

### Table 3: Insight from the case and derived requirement for the platform design (own depiction)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Insight from the case study</th>
<th>Derived requirement for CW platform design</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Customers from the machinery construction industry fear to give important documents about their products to the crowd for translation services because they assume the documents could be revealed to competitors.</td>
<td><strong>Intellectual property/IP measures:</strong> Implement measures to secure intellectual property.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The procurement processes of many companies do not fit the processing of tasks via crowdworking platforms since the procurement departments have regulations in place that are not met by the platforms.</td>
<td><strong>Procurement requirements:</strong> Design crowdworking platforms in a manner that allows companies to handle the use of crowdworkers according to their procurement departments’ regulations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customers are often overwhelmed by a huge amount of different crowdworkers and need the possibility to specifically search for certain competencies/profiles.</td>
<td><strong>Profile search tools:</strong> Offer the possibility to search for specific profiles among crowdworkers that fit the company needs best. This can increase efficiency and decrease matching effort.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>After an initial phase, there is the risk that the crowdsourcer company directly connects with the crowdworker of their choice for the next tasks in order to save fees.</td>
<td><strong>Revenue generation:</strong> Ensure that the pricing model can generate enough revenues also in the long run and that it prevents the circumvention of the platform.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6. Discussion

Most current literature focuses on crowdworking platforms that are either run by an external intermediary or by the crowdsourcer company itself. This case study broadens and enlarges the perspective on crowdworking platforms: Besides offering a “classical” intermediary crowdworking platform (crossMarket), Across also offers a solution that allows every company to run its own “mini-crowdworking platform” and to integrate and manage both internal and external crowds (Across Language Server). This might, on the one hand, change and enlarge the future perception of the crowdworking platform model, on the other hand, offer stimulation and guidance for other areas of crowdworking to use this approach, too (“crowdworking platforms as a service”).

While it could be difficult, at least for smaller companies, to attract enough crowdworkers if a large number of companies would establish their own “mini crowdworking platforms” in the future, the model could work for large international companies that are big enough to attract a sufficient number of external crowdworkers. Because of the gearing of both internal and external crowdworkers, they are likely to be able to gain a critical mass of crowdworkers to get their tasks done in the desired time and with the desired quality. Therefore, the business model of classical crowdworking platforms could come under pressure if more and more companies would establish their own crowdworking platform with solutions that enable to handle both internal and external crowds. The Across approach of offering both – a customizable mini crowdworking platform that is run by the respective company and a more “classical” intermediary crowdworking platform – and of connecting these platforms on a content-, system- and technical level, thereby creating an own small “platform universe”, could also serve other providers as a model. It could also particularly serve as a bounding measure to avoid, or at least mitigate, possible attempts by crowdsourcers to circumvent the respective platform.

Even though a single case study can only offer selected hints for this assumption, it can be presumed that the integration of both internal and external crowdworkers can combine advantages and reduce disadvantages compared to more traditional crowdworking platforms that only enable the management of one of these groups.

One example is the realm of intellectual property where it can be rewarding to be able to assign a certain task only to an internal crowd or to an indeed external, but selected “private crowd”. On the other hand, it is at the same time also imaginable that a task that cannot be solved by the internal crowd due to lacking problem solving skills in this realm is routed to the external crowd which might have that certain skills. And last but not least, hybrid models where internal and external crowd members combine their knowledge and work together to solve certain tasks are imaginable.

Despite the fact that we gained several valuable insights, this paper has limitations: First, the format of a single-case study implies that its external validity has yet to be verified. Second, this case study focuses on a crowdworking platform provider from a certain realm. There are many sorts of crowdworking platform providers that might face different challenges. Third, the company introduced in this case study provides a very special crowdworking platform model that, on the one hand, makes it very interesting for research, on the other hand, does not easily allow to compare the results and apply the derived insights and recommendations to other platforms. While there are first indications that combining both internal and external crowds can have impacts on areas like efficiency, quality, or speed, there is the need to investigate this question more deeply. We plan to address these issues in our future research by conducting additional case studies with other platforms.

7. Conclusion

Using a single-case study, this paper focuses on a crowdworking platform that enables to manage both external and internal crowds simultaneously. A main contribution of this paper is to shed light on this type of platform and to help to fill a gap in an area where, according to the best of our knowledge, little research exists.

Since we assume that connecting and integrating external and internal crowds can have several advantages for an organization (and we explain some of them in this paper), we aim at setting the stage for future research in a promising area that could, on the one hand, lead to a shift of interest of researchers, moving from focusing either on platforms for external or internal crowds to platforms that allow the management of both. On the other hand, it could lead to important implications for practice; for example, crowdworking platform providers could attempt to shift their business models to this more integrative approach. Furthermore, the unique combination of mini crowdworking platforms that are highly customizably to the needs of a company and the simultaneous access to a larger general crowdworking platform that acts as a gateway to connect with additional crowdworkers, thus creating an own small “universe” for the platform provider, can serve as a role model for other providers and is likely to find more followers.

Since processing tasks via crowdworking platforms has become increasingly popular in the last years, we assume that this development will continue and these intermediaries will enhance their importance for economies. In this context, future research might consider the
crowdworking environment also from a service system’s perspective ([20], [18]). It is in any case worth putting more research effort in an area where research gaps seem to exist. This is especially true for the evaluation of crowdworking platforms that enable the simultaneous management of external and internal crowds. And the question, what impact the processing of tasks on such platforms has on efficiency, quality, speed and especially the performance of complex work (and to develop corresponding business models [19]). We plan to further deepen our findings in our future research.
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